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Foreword
Welcome to the 2019 issues of our journal for the CCSC spring 2019 conferences: Southwestern (March 22-23), Central Plains (April 5-6), South Central
(April 5), Mid-south (April 12-13), and Northeastern (April 12-13).
Please plan to attend one or more conferences, where you can meet and
exchange ideas with like-minded computer science educators. Each conference
covers a variety of topics that are practical and stimulating. You can find
detailed conference programs on the conference websites, which are listed on
the CCSC conferencecalendar: http://www.ccsc.org/regions/calendar.
From January 2019, this journal will be published electronically on the
CCSC website and links to the journal issues will be sent to CCSC members
via email. Those of you who would like hard copies of journal issues can order
them from Amazon. Simply search for “CCSC Journal” to find available issues.
The journal will continue to be available in the ACM Digital Library.
As an author, you may post your papers published by CCSC on any website.
Please make sure to use the PDF versions of your papers with CCSC’s copyright
box. Such PDFs can be downloaded from the ACM Digital Library or extracted
from our electronic journal.
Please feel free to email me directly at blu@sbuniv.edu if you notice any
issue with our publications.
Baochuan Lu
Southwest Baptist University
CCSC Publications Chair
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Welcome to the 2019 CCSC South Central
Conference
The 2019 South Central Steering Committee is very pleased to welcome
everyone to our 30th annual conference in Richardson, Texas hosted by the
University of Texas at Dallas. Our conference chair and host, Sam Karrah,
has provided wonderful facilities for the conference and the support of his
department and staff has been outstanding. Several faculty and staff at the
University of Texas at Dallas have given extensive time and generous efforts
to our conference and committee throughout this past year. Their efforts and
congeniality are very much appreciated.
This year we have eight papers, two workshops, several lightning talks, and
both student and faculty posters on the program. The Steering Committee
chose 8 of 14 papers through a double-blind review process for a paper acceptance rate of 57%. We had 21 colleagues across the region and country serve
as professional reviewers and we recognize their generous efforts in providing
time and guidance in the selection of our conference program.
The Steering Committee invites colleagues to host the conference in the
future and to join our community of computer science educators to enrich our
curricula and provide innovative pedagogy for our students. We encourage
other members of the South Central region to attend our Friday evening business meeting and to join in our efforts to bring in fellow colleagues who wish
to be involved in the planning and execution of the conference in the future.
We extend a very warm and delightful welcome to all presenters and attendees and encourage everyone to enjoy our program and the University of Texas
at Dallas. Thank you again to all members of the 2019 Steering Committee
who continue to provide the necessary time and dedication to the conference
with grace and cherished commitment.
Sam Karrah
University of Texas at Dallas
Conference Chair and Host
Laura J. Baker
St. Edward’s University
Papers and Program Chair
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Analyzing the Impact of Experiential
Pedagogy in Teaching
Socio-Cybersecurity: Cybersecurity
Across the Curriculum∗
Carlene M Buchanan Turner1 and Claude F Turner2
1
Sociology Department
2
Computer Science Department
Norfolk State University
Norfolk, VA 23504
{cmturner,cturner}@nsu.edu

Abstract
This paper presents results from efforts to integrate cybersecurity
into social science courses, for the purposes of improving the cybersecurity awareness of non-computer science students. The instruction was
delivered through socio-cybersecurity modules. A quasi-experimental
methodology which included pre-tests, delivery of the modules, and then
post-tests was the source of the primary data. Paired t-test was used
to analyze the data. Qualitative data was also collected form students’
discussions, after the experiential exercises. The infusion targeted a 200level Social Problems class across two semesters.
The paired T-Test results showed significant mean differences for two
of the eight concepts taught in the Password Module, as there was a
significant difference across pre- and post-test conditions for the use of
special characters t(22)=-3.33, p=0.003; and for vulnerability of weak
passwords t(22)=2.47, p=0.022. Additionally, one of the six concepts
taught in the Phishing module demonstrated significant mean difference,
as students believed that most scammers worked alone and not in organizations t(25)=3.07, p=0.005. Based on the outcome it was demonstrated
∗ Copyright c 2019 by the Consortium for Computing Sciences in Colleges. Permission to
copy without fee all or part of this material is granted provided that the copies are not made
or distributed for direct commercial advantage, the CCSC copyright notice and the title of
the publication and its date appear, and notice is given that copying is by permission of the
Consortium for Computing Sciences in Colleges. To copy otherwise, or to republish, requires
a fee and/or specific permission.
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that sociology students could benefit more from experiential learning, using laboratory settings rather than a lecture-only format.

1

Introduction

This research examines the learning outcomes of non-computer science majors
who were taught socio-cybersecurity modules using an experiential learning
pedagogy. The analysis presented in this work is a component of a threeyear project to integrate cybersecurity into the sociology and criminal justice
curriculum at a minority serving institution. Socio-cybersecurity, a relatively
new field, is defined as the socio-cultural aspects of cybersecurity. Within the
emerging discourse there is a focus on the accompanying social problems of the
phenomenon, the socio-psychological implications particularly for criminology,
its role in modern bureaucracies and institutions, and the position of big data
and research methodology. This article is predicated on a password module
and a phishing module which were integrated in a 200-level Social Problems
course.
The two hypotheses that are analyzed to measure the learning outcomes
are: (1) Ho: There is no difference in the means of the Password indicators
across the pre- and post-test conditions; and (2) Ho: There is no difference in
the means of the Phishing indicators across the pre- and post-test conditions.
The premise here is that as cybersecurity threats become an ever-present reality
for social science practitioners, experiential learning can be used to re-socialize,
or construct new realities about our everyday computing practices.

2
2.1

Background
Theoretical Framework

The students targeted by the project engaged in active learning. This complements the constructivist premise that hands on experience is the root of,
and stimulus for, learning [4]. The curriculum development efforts analyzed
in this paper are guided by a social constructivism learning theory. Vygotsky
social constructivism theory of learning reinforces the value of the students’
experience and their social context in the learning process [8]. Vygotsky [8]
defined education as the artificial mastery of natural processes of development,
so the premise of this research is that experiential pedagogy mimics the taken
for granted process of learning by interacting with one’s environment.
Vygotsky social constructivism of learning theory supports the pedogical
thrust of the socio-cybersecurity project because the modules were created
and taught with experiential techniques. The goal of the project therefore,
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Figure 1: Constructivism Learning Theory for Socio-Cybersecurity

was to create modules that allowed students to experience cybersecurity by
doing hands-on activities or engaging in discussions.
The framework for each module included: the background; a checklist; the
lecture; the laboratory exercise, a discussion, and a final checklist [11]. This
structure complements the Vygotsky Constructivist pedagogy which recognizes
that learners encounter a lesson with a priori knowledge. The theory has four
important components. First, Figure 1 points out that the Social Problems
students encounter the socio-cybersecurity modules with prior knowledge about
the internet. Secondly, learning occurs in a social context. The identity of the
learner from the specific (their academic major) to the macro (their race and
ethnicity) is thus seen as important in the learning process. Third, experiential
(hands-on or active learning) can lead to development. Therefore, creating
a phishing game or creating your own passphrases can lead to development.
Finally, language is important in this type of pedagogy. The theoretical choice
for this project is predicated on the belief that experiential learning is a pivotal
14

part of how human beings learn [6]. Korgen and Atkinson [5] point out in their
new textbook that active earning will allow “students to do sociology through
real-world activities designed to increase learning, retention, and engagement
with course material.”

2.2

Literature Review

The existing literature supports the use of modules to integrate new concepts
into a school’s or college’s existing curriculum [3]. Additionally, the use of
modules as instructional resources seems to occur more seamlessly in the physical and computational sciences, more-so than in the social sciences [7]. The
discourse in the literature supports the practice of instructors broadening the
teaching of science by enriching the syllabus with interdisciplinary modules.
Gardener [3] implemented a module infusion program where she and her colleagues introduced scientific concepts to non-science majors. The results from
their project demonstrated that such efforts allow for the appeal to a large
general audience of students who needs a citizen’s (or working) complement of
science.
The cybersecurity infusion across the curriculum project is based on the
development and design of security injections. The best practice is based on
self-contained modules focused on specific, well-established principles (Saltzer
& Schroeder, 1975; Taylor & Azadegn, 2006). As stand-alone modules, security injections are inserted seamlessly into existing courses with planned frameworks. Additionally, these new modules expose students to the relatively new
practice of cybersecurity beyond computer science and information technology
departments.
Borrowing from the lab model in traditional sciences, each security injection module contains introductory background, lecture/laboratory/homework
assignments (with supporting video content), a security checklist, discussion
questions, and a security scorecard [10]. The outline and content of these
modules encourage students to engage in experiential learning strategies. Lab
assignments provide opportunities for active learning [10]. Short video clips are
included as they are beneficial in enhancing the learning process by increasing
students’ outcomes and instructor’s development [2][9].

3

Methodology

A two-fold methodology was used to assess the outcome of the infusion of the
Password Module and the Phishing Module into the 200-level Social Problem
course, using two different samples of students. The modules were ‘Creating
Strong Passwords: A Simple National Security Tool’ and ‘Sociology of Deviance
15

and Phishing: A Scam to Steal Private Information.’ The module was cotaught by a Computer Science professor and a Sociology professor.

3.1

The Pre- and Post-Test Surveys

The primary methodological tools that facilitated the evaluation of the module infusion process was a quasi-experiment based on the population of TTSU
students that were enrolled in the targeted course. Pre and post-tests surveys
were conducted via Blackboard. Each module had a unique questionnaire to
capture the concepts being taught. For each module, identical questions appeared on both the pre and post-test instruments. The Password questionnaire
had twelve items, with four demographic questions and eight password content
questions. The eleven-item Phishing questionnaire had the same demographic
questions, as well as seven phishing content questions. The pre-tests were collected; then the modules were taught in under a week; then a week later the
post-tests were made available to the students.
While 26 students participated in the Password pre-test, there were two less
participants in the post-test. This resulted in only 23 paired observations across
the pre and post-tests conditions. The data demonstrates that approximately
70% of the class were female; just about half were freshmen; and approximately
two-thirds were Social Work majors.
For the Phishing module, there were more students in the pre-test (40)
than in the post-test (28). This resulted in 26 valid paired observations across
the pre and post-tests conditions. Most of the students were female across
the infusion conditions (pre-test 72.5%) and (post-test 78.6%). Most of the
students in the class were sophomore (42.5% in the pre-test and 39.3% in the
post-test). The students in the course were from two majors: Sociology (47.5%
pre-test; 50% post-test) and Social Work (37.5% pre-test and 39.3% post-test).
The statistical techniques utilized in this paper were Paired T Tests as
well as descriptive statistical analyses to compare the means on the relevant
password items and data integrity items across the pre- and post-tests. The
findings are presented in the results section.

3.2

Content Analysis of Students’ Assignments

In the Password Module, the other methodological technique utilized was a
review of students’ assignments. Qualitative data was gathered from the experiential in-class laboratory exercises to complement the surveys from the
quasi- experiment. The students worked in groups to build pass-phrases using
the management rules taught in the lecture. For the phishing module, the qualitative data gathered was based on a phishing simulation game. The students
16

navigated several scenarios in the Anti-Phishing Phil game, and they reflected
on the real-life lessons learnt from the game [1].

4
4.1

Results
Descriptive Statistics

In examining the descriptive statistics for the password content questions, it
was noted that the infusion of the module into the Social problem class impacted student learning. There was a 20% jump in students who believe that
passwords should be at least eight characters. There was a 20% drop in the
number of the students who said that passwords should be memorable. There
was about a 20% increase in students who said that passwords should have
special characteristics. In the post-test condition, more students indicated
that passwords should be changed once a year, rather than every six months.
About the same number of students agreed that national security agencies had
strong password protocols. There was a 20% increase in the opinion that weak
passwords can compromise national security. There was a 14% increase in
the option that USA’s cybersecurity has been attacked a lot. Finally, more
students were likely to say their passwords were somewhat secure, instead of
saying secure.
Descriptive statistics for the phishing content questions demonstrates the
module’s impact on student’s learning. 67.5% of the students said they knew
what phishing was in the pre-test, and 92.9% said the same in the post-test.
57.5% of the respondents said it was appropriate to open an expected e-mail
attachment from a ‘known’ person in the pre-test condition, compared to an
increased percentage (64.3%) in the post-test condition. In the pre-test 52.4%
of the students said they would trust an embedded link if it originated in the
USA, while in the post-test 60.7% said they would not trust it whether it
originated in the USA or not. Likewise, in the pre-test 87.5% said they are
suspicious of stranger e-mails whether they originated in the USA or not, while
75% said the same in the post-test. In the pre-test condition 37.5% of scammers
were described as too smart for their good, while in the post-condition they
were equally described as too smart for their own good and as just greedy
(46.4%). In the pre-test condition most students said that scammers worked
in groups (52.5%), while this was reversed in the post condition to work alone
(50%). In the pre-test condition 35% of the students believed they get about
3-4 suspicions e-mails monthly; while the estimate is 50% in the post-test
condition.
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4.2

The Quasi Experiment (Pre-& Post-Tests)

The hypothesis that drove the analysi of the password module was: Ho: There
is no difference in the means of the password indicators across the pre- and
post-test responses.
The paired T-test analysis covered eight individual password items as indicated by Table 1. Two significant means between pairs resulted from the Password Module analysis. First, there was a significant difference in the scores
for whether it’s important to use special characteristics in passwords before
the module was taught (M=2.65, SD=1.03) and after the module was taught
(M=3.43, SD=.728); t(22)=-3.33, p=0.003.
Table 1: T-TEST RESULTS FOR PASSWORD INDICATORS TAUGHT IN
SOCIAL PROBLEMS CLASS SPRING 2017
Variables
Outcome
Password Length
Memorable
Special Character
Time 2 Change
National Security
Compromise
Attacked
Everyday Password

Pretest
M
2.78
1.17
2.65
2.09
1.36
1.52
1.57
2.26

SD
.518
.491
1.03
.949
.727
.790
.896
.915

Posttest
M
3.00
1.39
3.43
1.78
1.27
1.26
1.13
2.48

SD
.302
.583
.728
.795
.550
.689
.344
1.12

95% CI for Mean
Difference
-.477, .042
-.561 .127
-1.27, -2.96
-.137, .745
-.294, .476
-.213, .735
.070, .800
.931, .496

Sig (2-tailed)
t
-1.74
-1.31
-3.33
1.43
.49
1.14
2.47
-.63

df
22
22
22
22
21
22
22
22

.096
.203
.003
.166
.628
.266
.022
.534

N=23

Another significant mean difference was realized for whether students
thought unsecure passwords have resulted in attacks on the USA. The before
module condition resulted in (M=1.57, SD=.896) and after the module was
taught (M=1.13, SD=.344); t(22)=2.47, p=0.022. The other six indicators did
not result in any significant results.
For the Phishing Module, the hypothesis for the data integrity analysis was:
Ho: There is no difference in the means of the phishing indicators across the
pre- and post-test responses.
The paired T-test analysis for the Phishing Module covered seven indicators
as displayed in Table 2. Only one paired indicator resulted in a significant mean
difference. There was a significant difference in the scores for the opinion about
whether scammers worked alone or in groups. The before module condition
resulted in (M=2.19, SD=.634) and after the module was taught (M=1.81,
SD=.849); t(25)=3.07, p=0.005. The other six indicators did not result in any
other significant results.
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Table 2: T-TEST RESULTS FOR PHISHING INDICATORS TAUGHT IN
SOCIAL PROBLEMS CLASS FALL 2017
Variables
Outcome
Know Phishing
Careful
Trust Origin
Trust Sender
Scammer Character
Scammer Social
# Email

Pretest
M
1.31
1.46
2.69
2.77
1.85
2.19
1.88

SD
.549
.582
1.49
.652
.834
.634
1.37

Posttest
M
1.08
1.35
2.85
2.70
2.00
1.81
2.08

SD
.272
.485
1.49
.884
.980
1.37
1.26

95% CI for Mean
Difference
-.006, .468
-.172, .403
-.797, .489
-.177, .330
-.491, .183
.127, .642
-.535, .151

Sig (2-tailed)
t
2.00
.827
-.493
.625
-.941
3.07
-1.15

df
25
25
25
25
25
25
25

.056
.416
.627
.538
.356
.005
.259

N=26

4.3

Analysis of Students’ Assignments

Students’ outcomes from the piloting of the module in the Social Problems
class can also be seen in the assignment they were given after the instructions.
Directly after the Password module was taught, the students – divided into
groups - were instructed to create their own passwords, based on self-selected
pass-phrases. Five out of the seven groups successfully created passwords that
conformed to the password rules that were taught in the lab. These were:
choose a memorable phrase; pull the first letter of main words; include numbers; special characteristics; upper-case letters; and they should not simply be
dictionary words. Table 3 presents the innovative passwords the student groups
created. The surveys for the Phishing module were also supplemented by an
interactive game and content analysis was used to catalog the student’s written answers. Some of the common sentiments from the students were: “The
game helped me to be more alert about certain sites.” “The Anti-Phishing Phil
games has helped me to better understand how many tricky ways that are to
get caught up into the madness of phishing.” “Another thing that caught my
eye was a lot of banking sites and the msn website with the word verify in it
as I didn’t know that would be a scam site.”

5

Discussion

The infusion of both the Password and Phishing Modules provided evidence
for the continued integration for cybersecurity modules into Sociology courses.
For the Password Module that was integrated into the Social Problems course,
the increased awareness of the students was seen across the two evaluation
tools presented. First, the paired t-test indicated that there was a significant
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Table 3: STUDENTS’ PASSWORDS CREATED FROM THE MODULE’S
LAB- SOCIAL PROBLEM CLASS SPRING 2017
Password
(ig2pimp)
Catnth3Hat
Mdasd1gom
REMywl76win.sum
sfs;of4A
#ILmsw230c
Dt0uchMh-s

Phrase-Based Mnemonics
I got 2 phones in my pocket
Cat in the hat
My dear aunt sally drinks 1 glass of milk
Remy was lcked 7 winters & 6 summers
stand for something; or fall for Anything
I love my social work 230 class
Don’t Touch my hair - Solange

mean difference in students’ opinion on use of special characteristics, and the
importance of password in keeping the USA from being attacked. This is
a simple yet practical skill that students can use in their everyday internet
interactions.
Secondly, the students use of popular culture to create their pass phases
and ultimately passwords were not only fun, but it demonstrated the power
of experiential learning. The students readily used the password creation protocols from the lecture’s checklist. It should be concluded that the concepts
that the students interacted with helped them to understand the cybersecurity
concepts. This reinforced the theoretical underpinning of the project [6].
Finally, the comparative descriptive statistics shows that the students’
knowledge had grown from the pre-test to the post-test condition. Based on
the analysis of the survey data, students demonstrated an improvement in the
parameters of password creation, and they also knew that weak passwords
could have national security implications.
The second Social Problems module was offered in Fall 2017. The Phishing
and Deviance module also demonstrated some positive results for the infusion project. The concept being introduced, phishing linked to the deviance
typology labeling was also abstract, yet there was a positive reaction from
the students. Navigating through the simulated phishing environment was reported as the impetus for some of this learning. The students showed that they
understood the assymmetrical nature of phishing attacks after the infusion [3].

6

Conclusion

In conclusion, the analysis of the learning outcomes from the sociocybersecurity module infusion demonstrates that this is a efficient method to
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teach social sciences students a STEM discipline. Incorporating experential
learning techniques by allowing students to make connections in hands-on laboratory exercises to their everyday lives enhanced their cybersecurity awareness. However, there were some areas in the module infusion process that need
further development.
A suggested improvement that can be made in the deployment of the modules based on the in-class surveys. The analysis demonstrates that students
need to have the opportunity to practice the skills from the lecture. The
project’s education evaluator suggests that this can be done through cooperative learning.
The utilization of the social construction of learning theory [4] reinforced the
value of experiential learning in teaching cybersecurity to sociology students.
Moving forward, the expectation is to improve the modules based on the lessons
from these early interventions and deploy them again in future academic term.
In conclusion, the learning outcomes were enhanced not just by the modules’
lecture, but also the hands-on laboratory exercise and in-class discussions.

7
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Abstract
This paper describes a course module developed to introduce some of
the new features introduced to HTML5, and the security concerns related
to the new features, and possible countermeasures. The HTML5 features
considered in this paper include: local storage, Geolocation API, offline
web, Web workers, and Web messaging. The course module includes
power point slides on the topic, and a hands-on exercise demonstrating
the HTML new features. This course module could be used in a class
teaching Web programming to introduce HTML5 and security concepts
related to it.

1

Introduction

The Hypertext Markup Language version 5 (HTML5) is the successor of HTML
4.01, XHTML 1.0 and XHTML 1.1. In HTML 4 the web development is mostly
based on the serverside generated content and layout. In HTML5, new ways
are introduced to store information on the client-side database for easy access.
HTML5 introduced new elements and attributes, changed some elements and
made some elements obsolete.
The new features introduced in HTML5 also brings potential security concerns. There will be new attack vectors for hackers to exploit. Some originate
from elements of the standard itself, some from the implementations of the
∗ Copyright c 2019 by the Consortium for Computing Sciences in Colleges. Permission to
copy without fee all or part of this material is granted provided that the copies are not made
or distributed for direct commercial advantage, the CCSC copyright notice and the title of
the publication and its date appear, and notice is given that copying is by permission of the
Consortium for Computing Sciences in Colleges. To copy otherwise, or to republish, requires
a fee and/or specific permission.
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standard in each browser, and some from the care that developers take in
building their HTML5 code.
This paper introduces a course module that discusses how the new features introduced in HTLML5 have an impact on the security of the system [5].
The course module was developed to teach students about the new features
of HTML5, the security concerns related to the new features, possible countermeasures, and lab exercises designed to demonstrate the new features. The
HTML5 features considered in this paper include: local storage, Geolocation
API, offline web, Web workers, and Web messaging. The course module includes power point slides on the topic, and a hands-on exercise demonstrating
the HTML new features.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes the HTML5
new features, their security concerns, and possible countermeasures. Section 3
describes the hands-on lab exercises. Section 4 describes our teaching experience, and section 5 concludes the paper.

2

HTML5 New Features and Security Concerns

2.1

Local Storage

Before HTML5, application data had to be stored in cookies, which are included
in every server request. HTML5 introduced Local storage, which is also known
as Offline Storage, or Web Storage. It is more secure, and large amounts of
data can be stored locally on the client without affecting website performance.
Unlike cookies, the storage limit is far larger (at least 5MB) and information
is never transferred to the server [4].
HTML5 local storage provides two objects for storing data on the client:
• window.localStorage – It stores data with no expiration date.
• window.sessionStorage – It stores data for one session (data is lost when
the browser tab is closed).
The main security concern with Local Storage is that user is not aware of
the data that is stored in Local Storage. The user is not able to control the
access to data stored in Local Storage.
It is common to use cookies to track users visiting websites. With HTML5,
Local Storage is another way to store information about a user visiting the
website. The website can store user tracking information on the client’s browse
and correlate user sessions [7]. A third-party advertiser (or any entity capable
of getting content distributed to multiple sites) could use a unique identifier
stored in its local storage area to track a user across multiple sessions, building
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a profile of the user’s interests to allow for highly targeted advertising [6].
However, Local Storage is not deleted in all browsers if browsing history is
deleted. Users trying to delete their browser cache may not know that data
stored in Local Storage is not deleted [8].
Therefore, it’s highly recommended not to store sensitive information in
the local storage. Developers should use object sessionStorage when persistent
storage is not needed. Users should pay attention to “getItem” and “setItem”
calls within the HTML5 page. This helps detect when sensitive information is
put into the local storage.

2.2

Geolocation API

Before HTML5 the user location was found using plugins such as Java Applets.
In HTML5 the physical location of the user is tracked based on the GPS
position. However, the position is not available unless the user permits sharing
the location as it can affect the privacy of the user. the web application needs to
trick the user to always accept sharing location information with this domain.
The more precise the location information is, the more precise the user tracking
can be.
Additionally, if the user has a user account with the web application, then
the application knows which user is visiting. Every time the user accesses the
web application, the user’s position is tracked. Based on this, the website can
create a profile of the user’s movement and track the user’s physical movement.
Users must be trained not to allow web applications to access the location
information, and to share location information only to trusted service providers.
If HTML5 Geolocation APIs are used, it is suggested to migrate the pages
making Geolocation API calls to HTTPS. This way, the Geolocation APIs are
used in a secure context.

2.3

Offline Web Application

HTML5 introduces the concept of Offline Web Applications. A web application
can send files to the browser which are needed for working offline. The browser
recognizes the offline mode and loads the data from the browser cache. To
tell the browser that it should store some files for offline use, the new HTML5
attribute manifest in the tag has to be used.
The attribute manifest refers to the manifest file which defines the resources,
such as HTML and CSS files, to be stored for offline use. The manifest file lists
the files that should be cached and stored offline, the files that should never be
cached, and the files that should be loaded in case of an error. This manifest
file can be located anywhere on the server [6].
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It is possible to cache the root directory of a website. Caching of HTTP
as well as HTTPS pages is possible. Whether the browser requests permission
for the user to store data for offline browsing, and when this cache is deleted
vary from one browser to another.
The Offline application cache stays on the browser until either the server
sends an update, or the user deletes the cache manually. If the “recent history”
is deleted, the offline application cache of some browsers may not be deleted.
These are threats to browser protection and secure caching.
Web Application information stored offline can also be used for user tracking. Web applications can include unique identifiers in the cached files, which
can be used for user tracking and correlation.

2.4

Web Workers

With Web Workers, it is possible for a web application to do some processing
work, like refreshing data or accessing network recourses, while the web application is still responding to the user. Web Workers are JavaScripts running in
the background. They are like the Threads in other programming languages.
Web Workers do not directly introduce new vulnerabilities but make exploiting vulnerabilities easier. For example, Web Workers makes establishing
and using Botnet easier to implement and are less likely to be detected by the
user.Web Workers could also use excessive CPU for computation, leading to
Denial of Service condition. To mitigate the security risks of Web Workers,
web application developers should ensure the Web Worker scripts are not malicious, don’t allow creating Web Worker scripts from user supplied input, and
validate messages exchanged with a Web Worker.

2.5

Web Messaging

Web Messaging is the way for documents to separate browsing context to share
the data without Document Object Model. The main problem with Web Messaging is that the content of a web page is no longer limited to content from its
origin domain and the server cannot control all data sent and received by its
web pages. With Web Messaging the web page may receive content of other
domains without the server being involved and the data is exchanged within
the browser between the Iframes. The receiving Iframe does not check the origin. The target of postMessage() is set to * because both Iframes receive input
and are designed to handle input correctly. So, they are able to influence how
the input is rendered in the receiving Iframe. Sensitive data may be sent to the
wrong Iframe. This is a threat to the security requirement of confidentiality
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3

Lab Assignment

In this lab assignment, students are given a web application “MysteryApp”
in which students will solve different mysteries by answering the questions
related to them. The Students can watch a video and obtain hints related to
the mystery. The student will receive a score when he/she solves the mystery.
The lab assignment includes five parts, which correspond to the HTML5 new
features and security concerns in section 2. The five parts are explained below.

3.1

Local Storage

The main objective of this part of the lab assignment is to teach students how
the Html5 local storage is built and how it is stored and retrieved even after
ending the session. Local storage is built on the concept of key-pairs. Data is
stored based on a named key and later it is retrieved by using the same key.
The referred named key is implemented as string [9].
A simple example that shows how this works is shown below:
// store data record
localStorage . setItem ( " lastname " , " XYZ " );
// retrieve data
document . getElementById ( " result " ). innerHTML =
localStorage . getItem ( " lastname " );
localStorage . removeItem ( " lastname " ); // removes data record

In the above example, a localStorage name/value pair is created with
name=“lastname” and value=“XYZ”; afterwards the value of “lastname” is
retrieved from the local storage and inserted into the element with id=“result”.
In this exercise, once the student starts the application he/she will find the
score of playing the game on the top let corner. The score is stored locally, and
students were asked to observe the score by closing and reopening the session.
the students were also provided with the source code and asked to change local
storage to session storage and observe if there is any difference [2].

3.2

Geolocation

This part of the assignment demonstrates to the students the use of geolocation API to request sharing of location. The geolocation API is implemented
through the navigator.Geolocation object. The getCurrentPosition() method
initiates an asynchronous request to detect the user’s position. When the position is determined, the defined callback function is executed.
Once the student opens MysteryApp, a dialogue box will be poped up
asking the student’s permissions to access his/her location at top left corner of
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the web page. The student will give permission to access his/her location and
go to the console to see the location of the computer he/she is using to access
MysteryApp.

3.3

Offline Web

The HTML 5 specification provides two methods for using the web application
offline:
1. An SQL-based database API for storing data locally
2. An offline application HTTP cache for ensuring applications are available
even when the user is not connected to the network
The cache manifest file is a simple text file that lists the resources the browser
should cache for offline access. Resources are identified by URI. Entries listed
in the cache manifest file must have the same scheme, host, and port as the
cache manifest [3].
In this part of the lab assignment the offline application HTTP cache is
used to demonstrate the offline web specification of HTML5. Students will
disconnect their computers from the network and observe that the application
can function the same as online. The students will then disable this feature
by deleting the cache manifest file and observe that the students could no
longer use the application offline after disconnecting the computer from the
network [1].

3.4

Web Workers

The worker thread can perform tasks without interfering with the user interface. The Worker interface of the Web Workers API represents a background
task that can be easily created and can send messages back to its creator. Creating a worker is as simple as calling the Worker() constructor and specifying
a script to be run in the worker thread.
In this part of the lab assignment, a Web worker is implemented which takes
a prime number returned by a function and assign to the “result” variable.
The web worker function searches through numbers from until it finds a prime
number, and then returns the prime number with a post message call. Students
were asked to click on “Find Highest Prime Number” button to display the
highest prime number. The number keeps changing to larger one. It is a
JavaScript that runs in the background, independent of other scripts. Without
affecting the performance of the page, the user can continue to do whatever
he wants: clicking, selecting things, etc., while the web worker runs in the
background. The students were asked to examine the code and explain how
the web worker function is implemented.
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3.5

Web Messaging

The Window.postMessage(message, targetOrigin) method safely enables crossorigin communication when called, this method causes a MessageEvent to be
dispatched to the target document. The parameter targetOrigin specifies the
origin of the target document.
The web messaging is implemented in Demoapp.html and in Demo.html.
demoapp.html gets the message and checks that it is not blank, then sends
the message to demo.html. demo.html has an event listener that listens for
the message to be received. It then checks that it is coming from the correct
domain, and there are no illegal characters. If so, it posts the message in the
element with id “messages”.
Students were asked to click on the button “Cross Domain Web Messaging”
and enter a message in the text box and click on send and the message will
be received. They were asked to review the source code in Demoapp.html and
Demo.html to explain how web messaging was implemented.

4

Teaching Experience

Course Module was taught in Spring 2017 and received positive feedback from
students. Initially students were provided with a PowerPoint presentation and
then they were given a lab assignment along with a lab manual document and
had one week to submit. There were 21 students, and everyone submitted the
assignment with the average grade of 97 and a feedback survey was conducted,
15 Students from a class of 21 students participated in this survey.
The learning objectives were met
Powerpoint presentation was useful to help
you understand the material
Hands-on lab exercises helped you better
understand the material compared to having only Powerpoint presentation describing the concepts.
You enjoyed doing the lab exercises
The instructions in the lab manual were
clear

60% Strongly Agree, 33.3% Agree
60% Strongly Agree, 33.3% Agree
74% Strongly Agree, 6% Agree

46.67% Strongly Agree, 33.33%
Agree
46.67% Strongly Agree, 33.33%
Agree

Table 1: Question Response

Students commented that this course module was informative, and it was
useful to learn about the security risks. From the survey we can conclude that
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most students were able to complete the lab assignment without any hurdle
and they were also interested in learning some more modules based on HTML5.

5

Conclusion

This paper describes a course module for learning the new features of HTML5
and their security concerns. The new features of local storage, Geolocation
API, offline web, Web workers, and Web messaging are introduced. Security
concerns related to these features, and possible countermeasures are discussed.
A hands-on assignment for demonstrating these concepts is also described.
The assignment was used in a class. Most of the students were able to finish
the assignments and they gave positive feedback on the course module. This
course module could be used in a class teaching Web programming to introduce
HTML5 and security concepts related to it.
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Abstract
The degree constrained minimum spanning tree problem (DCMSTP) is an
NP-hard problem which seeks to find a minimum spanning tree on a complete
graph, whose degree does not exceed a given maximum. A number of different
algorithms are tested to find solutions represented by one of two different data
structures, Prüfer strings and adjacency lists. Two versions of Prüfer string
decoding are used, the standard Prüfer decoding and the dandelion decoding.
Four mutation operators, four crossover operators, and three operators which
combine mutation and crossover are implemented in evolutionary algorithms
(EAs) along with a greedy algorithm, and the fitnesses of the solutions found
by the algorithms are compared. The greedy algorithm produces the best solutions, but the EAs perform almost as well with a smaller number of vertices.
For a larger number of vertices, the greedy algorithm performs better than
the mutation EAs and significantly better than the crossover EAs. Dandelion decoding for Prüfer strings results in better solutions than normal Prüfer
decoding, especially as the number of vertices increases. Some of the input
parameters such as staleness, population size, and number of runs are examined and demonstrate an improvement in the solutions found by the EAs as
they become larger, with the largest improvement resulting from an increase in
staleness.
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1

Introduction

A combinatorial optimization problem can be complex to solve, and, as the problem
scales in size, the time required to find the best answer can become impractical. The
need to solve such problems has inspired the development of evolutionary algorithms
(EAs), which strive to find a good solution in a reasonable amount of time to a problem that would otherwise take too long to solve to an optimal solution. EAs simulate
ideas inspired by biology, such as mutation and survival of the fittest, to implement
algorithms that can produce good solutions to NP-hard problems. Put very simply,
an EA generates a population of chromosomes, which are representations of possible solutions, and then operates on those chromosomes to form a new generation
of chromosomes. The process is repeated on the newest generation, forming many
generations of chromosomes, and, if the operators used are chosen well, the fitness
of the solutions that the chromosomes represent should improve as more generations
are run, resulting in a good solution in the end.
Two popular operators are crossover and mutation. Crossover selects parents from
the current generation and, drawing from elements of both the parent chromosomes,
generates an offspring chromosome for the next generation. Mutation chooses a single
chromosome from the current generation and makes a small change to generate an
offspring chromosome for the next generation.
The idea of survival of the fittest is often used to select parents from the current
generation that will be operated on, choosing chromosomes with better fitness to be
parents. This typically results in a next generation that has better average fitness
than the previous generation and can often lead the way to generating a chromosome
with a new best fitness overall. These are the main ideas driving EAs, but how they
are implemented for a given problem can vary, impacting the effectiveness of an EA.
The degree-constrained minimum spanning tree problem is an NP-hard combinatorial problem.[3] A variety of EAs and a greedy algorithm will be implemented to
solve this problem. The solutions provided by the EAs will be analyzed to determine
the best one(s). Some of the aspects of the EAs that will be studied include the
operators used to create future generations, the data structures of the chromosomes,
and input parameters such as staleness, populations size, and number of runs of each
algorithm.

2

The Problem

The degree-constrained minimum spanning tree problem (DCMSTP) seeks to find a
minimum spanning tree (MST) on a complete graph. The degree of the MST should
not exceed a given maximum, while its weight should be minimized. DCMSTP has
been shown to be NP-hard.[3] Thus, as the number of vertices in the complete graph
grows, the time to find the best answer increases, making DCMSTP a good candidate
problem for EAs to solve.
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3

Representations of the Solutions

The first element of an EA to consider is what a chromosome looks like. A chromosome represent a potential solution, and it must be possible to evaluate a chromosome for its fitness, i.e. how well it solves the problem. For DCMSTP, chromosomes
represent spanning trees (STs) on the base graph. Two representations of STs are
implemented in the EAs described below. The first chromosome is an adjacency list
which is an array of lists, one for each vertex on the graph. Each list holds an array
of pointers to the other vertices it is connected to as well as an array of integers
corresponding to the weights of the connected edges. The index of a pointer to a
vertex is the same as the index of the edge’s weight that connects that vertex. The
fitness of such a chromosome is found by adding up the weights of all the edges in
the ST. This is the structure used to hold the base graph on which the EAs run.
The second chromosome is a Prüfer string. For a graph of n vertices, a Prüfer
string, consisting of n-2 integers, can represent an ST for those n vertices. Where
the number corresponding to a given vertex appears in the Prüfer string x times,
the degree of that vertex in the ST is x+1. When the fitness of the Prüfer string is
being evaluated, it can be decoded into a ST referencing the original complete graph
for edges’ weights. For example, if a Prüfer string is 12141, it represents a tree with
vertices 0 through 6. Two methods can be used to decode the Prüfer string: normal
decoding (ND) and dandelion decoding (DD).[1] The corresponding trees are shown
below (ND on the left and DD on the right). In the implementations of the EAs,

Figure 1: Normal Prüfer Decoding (Left) and Dandelion Prüfer Decoding
(Right) for Prüfer String 12141
a Prüfer string is an array of integers to represent the string itself and a separate
integer representing the fitness of the Prüfer string which needs to be calculated only
once when the Prüfer string is generated, not each time it is referenced.

4

Non-Evolutionary Heuristic

A greedy algorithm is implemented to compare against the EAs. A greedy algorithm
builds its solution one step at a time, making the most beneficial choice it can at each
step, ignoring what happens in the other steps. To solve the DCMSTP, an empty ST
is initialized that will hold the solution. The graph is searched for the shortest edge
which is added to the ST. If there is more than one shortest edge, one is selected
randomly to be added. After the first edge is added, the graph is then searched for
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the shortest edge connecting a vertex already on the ST and a vertex not already in
the ST. The ST is checked to determine if adding the selected edge would create a
cycle or violate the degree constraint. If either of these conditions are met, the graph
is searched for the next shortest edge. Once a valid edge is found, it is added to the
ST. The graph is searched in this way for a shortest edge to add to the ST n-1 times
where n is the number of vertices in the base graph. This forms an ST of n-1 edges.

5

EAs: General Structure

The EAs begin by generating an initial population of a number of chromosomes
equal to the population size. Using simple tournament selection to choose parents
and crossover and/or mutation operators, new generations are formed. Each time a
new chromosome is generated, its fitness is compared to the best overall fitness which
is updated whenever a new best fitness is found. The best fitness is carried over
to each new generation so that the best fitness of any generation never decreases.
The algorithm ends when the fitness of new generation becomes stale (i.e. when the
fitness of several consecutive generations does not improve). Staleness refers to the
number of consecutive generations allowed with no improvement in the best fitness
before terminating the current run of the algorithm. Each EA is typically run thirty
times (with a new, random initial population each run), and the best fitness across
those runs is reported as the solution of that EA.

6
6.1

EAs
Crossover Operators

Crossover is one of the two primary operators used in genetic algorithms. Crossover
creates an offspring chromosome for the next generation using elements from two
parent chromosomes. Four crossover operators are implemented in nine crossover
based EAs.
The first crossover operator used for Prüfer strings, called “similar-alternating”
(P SA), examines the parent Prüfer strings element by element (i.e. integer by integer
through the Prüfer string), copying any element that is similar between the parents to
the corresponding element of the offspring. Next, the remaining elements are copied
from one parent or the other, alternating which parent is referenced from one element
to the next. If adding the given element from the chosen parent would violate the
degree constraint, a valid random number is assigned to that element so that the
degree constraint is met. Example with max degree of 4: 1134565 (parent 1) +
6135662 (parent 2) = 1135562 (offspring).
The second crossover operator used for both types of chromosomes, called “similarrandom” (P SR for Prüfer string and AL SR for adjacency list) is fairly similar to
SA crossover. It copies the elements or edges that are similar in the parent Prüfer
string or adjacency list to the offspring but then, for the remaining elements or edges,
assigns a valid random number or edge while still observing the degree constraint.
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Example with max degree of 4: 1134565 (parent 1) + 6135662 (parent 2) = 5136263
(offspring).
The third crossover operator used for Prüfer strings, called “similar-random, copy
fifty percent” (P SRCF), is similar to the second, but, after creating a new offspring,
one of the parent chromosomes is copied over as a whole to the new generation.
Thus there are only half as many new chromosomes each generation, while better
chromosomes of a given generation tend to be preserved.
The final crossover operator used for Prüfer strings, called “n-point” (P NP),
divides the offspring chromosome into n sections where n is the number of parents it
has. For each section, the corresponding elements of a given parent are copied. If the
degree constraint would be violated, a valid random number meeting the constraint
is assigned instead of copying the parent. Example with max degree of 4: 1134565
(parent 1) + 6135662 (parent 2) = 1134662 (offspring).
DD and ND are used on separate instances of algorithms using these four operators and Prüfer strings to show which decoder is better. These combined with the
AL SR crossover make nine crossover based EAs.

6.2

Mutation Operators

Seven EAs using mutation are also implemented. The mutation operator involves
selecting a chromosome from the parent population and copying its elements to the
offspring chromosome, while making a small change to its elements.[2]
The adjacency list structure is used in some of the implementations of the mutation EA. For this type of chromosome, mutation involves copying the ST of the
parent to the offspring, removing a random edge from the offspring’s ST, and then
adding a random edge so that the degree constraint is met, no cycles are created, and
a connected ST is formed that includes all the vertices from the base graph. Three
operators are used to generate similar EAs that differ only in the number of edges
that are changed: a single edge (AL 1), three edges (AL 3), and five edges (AL 5).
Prüfer strings are used for chromosomes in combination with two mutation operators which copy the elements of the parent Prüfer string to the offspring. For
the first of these mutation EAs, called single-random (P SR), one random element
of the offspring Prüfer string is changed to a valid random number while observing
the degree constraint. For the second, called single-parent (P SP), another parent
chromosome is selected, and a single random element in the offspring is changed to
the corresponding element in the second parent. While this method involves pulling
information from from two chromosomes in the parent generation, it is categorized
under mutation since it only references one parent for a single element and the other
parent for the rest of the elements in the Prüfer string. P SR and P SP mutation
based EAs are implemented using both ND and DD.

6.3

Mixed Operators

One more method that is implemented for the adjacency lists is a mixed version
of mutation and crossover. This version uses a weighted percent to determine if
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a chromosome is generated using crossover or mutation. This percent is changed
each generation based on what the best chromosome’s method was. Thus, if the best
chromosome was made using mutation, one percent is added to the chance that future
chromosomes will be made using mutation, and one percent is subtracted from the
chance for crossover being used. There is also a limit of a ninety-ten split so that a
method is never eliminated, meaning that there should always be some chromosomes
in each generation that use either mutation or crossover. There are three variations
of this mixed operator (AL 1, AL 3, and AL 5) based on the number of edges mutated
by the mutation operator. AL SR crossover is used for the crossover operator.

7

Testing Procedure

For each of the operators described above, tests are run. Each test is run on a
complete graph whose edges’ weights are generated randomly ranging from one to
fifty. There are three different levels of vertices tested: twenty with max degree five,
fifty with max degree ten, and a hundred with max degree twenty five. Then at each
level, a normal test case is done where the staleness and the population size are equal
to the number of vertices in the graph, and the number of runs of each individual
algorithm is thirty. Six more test cases are done at each level with either half or
double either staleness, population size, or number of runs. Finally, a test case is run
on fifty vertices with staleness, population size, and runs quadruple the normal value
to see better the affect of adjusting these parameters.

8

Results and Analysis

To analyze the results, the best solutions for each individual algorithm is divided by
the best solution across all algorithms for that given test case. This gives a ratio
that expresses how well each algorithm does in relation to the best solution that was
achieved. These ratios are averaged for the test cases run multiple times (up to three
times), and the average is analyzed. In all test cases except an instance of twenty
vertices graph test case, the greedy algorithm produces the best solution. Overall,
the best performing mutation operator based on the lowest achieved ratio is DD P
SR mutation, beating the other mutations 68% of the time in the given test cases.
For the other 32% where DD P SR is not the best, DD P SP is the best. Comparing
AL 1 versus AL 3 versus AL 5 mutation, all three typically produce similar results.
AL 1 is the best in 46%, AL 3 is the best in 36%, and AL 5 is best in 18% of the test
cases. None of these did noticeably better than the others as the number of vertices
change. As the number of vertices increases, the ratio of the fitness of the solutions
produced by the mutation EAs to the solution of the greedy algorithm increases but
remains for the most part within a factor of two of the greedy algorithm, with the
exception of ND P SR and ND P SP which remain within a factor of six for the
given test cases. The average time per generation for the Prüfer string mutations is
significantly longer than the average time per generation for either of the adjacency
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Figure 2: Ratios of Algorithm Results vs Best Result of All Algorithms
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list mutation EAs, so the best mutation solutions require much more time for graphs
with a large number of vertices.
Of the four crossover operators, DD P SA produces the best solution for higher
numbers of vertices (at least fifty), always beating the other crossover operators.
When solving for a solution to a smaller graph of twenty vertices, the crossover
operators perform relatively equally, with DD P SA winning 14% of the cases and
DD P SR winning the other 86%. As the number of vertices increases, AL SR, ND
P SR, ND P SRCF, ND P NP, DD P SR, DD P SRCF, and DD P NP crossovers
perform much worse than ND P SA and DD P SA.
For the debate of crossover versus mutation, these instances show that, for DCMSTP, mutation is better. The data collected shows that Prüfer strings make for
slightly better chromosomes than adjacency lists for mutation, but neither perform
very well with crossover. An explanation could be that the crossover operators modify the STs too much, often changing many edges. Thus, while the parents may be
good solutions, the child ST can be so different that it is less likely to be better.
Another potential reason that the crossover operators are worse than the others is
that, in a Prüfer string crossover, copying an element of the parent strings does not
necessarily mean that an edge is copied to the child from the parents since the rest
of the Prüfer string affects what the ST looks like. Changing more than one element
from parent to child can change the ST greatly.
For the mutation operators that use Prüfer strings, DD produces better results
than ND. This difference is magnified as the number of vertices increases, where ND
produces solutions with fitnesses up to almost five times greater than those produces
by DD of the same operator. For crossover, the only noticeable difference between
ND and DD is seen in the P SA operator where fitnesses from DD are about two
thirds that of ND. The other crossover operators do not show a tendency that favors
ND or DD.
Increasing the staleness, the population size, and the number of runs allow the
EAs to get closer to the fitness of the solution obtained by the greedy algorithm.
Increasing staleness typically improves the results of the EA more than population
size or number of runs.

9

Conclusion

EAs are implemented to solve DCMSTP for a good solution. EAs with the mutation
operator performs better than those with the crossover operator. DD P SR mutation produces the best solutions of the mutation operators, while DD P SA crossover
performs best of the crossover operators. Some of the EAs produce good solutions,
but the greedy algorithm beats out the EAs in all but one of the test cases. Dandelion decoding produces much better results for mutation operators than does normal
Prüfer decoding, while, for crossover operators, dandelion decoding is only noticeably better than normal Prüfer decoding for similar alternating crossover. DCMSTP
seems to lend itself to mutation based EAs and greedy algorithm solutions for general
heuristic solutions, while crossover does not seem to be a powerful operator to solve
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DCMSTP. Time permitting, increasing the staleness, the population size, and the
number of runs tend to improve the fitness of the solutions produced by the EAs,
but, of these three, increasing staleness gives the best improvements.
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Abstract
Convolution Neural Networks (CNNs) have been successfully used
to solve variety of problems in computer vision and pattern recognition
applications. In this paper, we explore the use of CNN to provide a model
for handwritten digits recognition (HCCR). Various CNN architecture
were explored with various data size to develop the minimum required
data size that can produce optimal performance. We utilized the MNIST
database of handwritten digits. The recognition results are promising.

1

Introduction

Automatic handwriting recognition has a diversity of applications. It is considered as one method of communication between man and machine. Many
methods were provided to handle this problem with various accuracy [11, 8].
The recognition method performance always depends on many attributes such
as the size of the digit, the writing style, and the rate of recognition. One
of the main challenges of handwritten digit’s recognition is the inconsistency
of the person handwriting style (i.e., width and shape), the type of device
that collects the handwriting such as tablet or papers. Therefore, there is a
need to have a system that can automatically recognize handwriting patterns
∗ Copyright c 2019 by the Consortium for Computing Sciences in Colleges. Permission to
copy without fee all or part of this material is granted provided that the copies are not made
or distributed for direct commercial advantage, the CCSC copyright notice and the title of
the publication and its date appear, and notice is given that copying is by permission of the
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with a high recognition rate. In the past, handwritten digit recognition with
a Back-propagation Neural Network was explored [4]. A hybrid optimization
approach based evolution strategy and gradient descent method of Bayesian
classifiers were explored in [2]. Many research results were reported for recognizing handwriting for Chinese [6, 3], Arabic [1, 9] and Japanese [7] characters.
The recognition of handwritten Japanese characters using CNN was recently
reported [10]. By using a deep learning technique we can reduce the number
of classification errors in transcribing these handwritten digits and reduce the
time taken to complete this task.

2

Handwritten Digits Database

In this research, we utilized the MNIST database of handwritten digits, available at [5]. The MNIST database has 60,000 images assigned as training examples, and another 10,000 examples assigned as testing examples. The dataset
was developed as part of various scanned document dataset provided by the
National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST). Thus it was named as
the Modified NIST or MNIST dataset. The database has images of size 28 × 28
pixel square of 784 pixels per image. This data set is used as a benchmark for
various application models. The digits have been size-normalized and centered
in a fixed-size image. These images are pre-normalized to 20×20 pixels and
then overlay to a 28×28 pixel field to prevent any edges being to close to the
end of the field allowing for a complete picture of the digit in question. This
dataset was created by 500 different users to diversify the output of the data
set and give it a more realistic picture of the real world uses it may face. In
Figure 1 we show a sample of the training data set.

3

CNN Architecture

CNN are a special type of Artificial Neural Network (ANN). A CNN is made
up of five base layers that include an input layer, a convolution layer, a pooling
layer, a fully connected layer, and an output layer. CNN operates in two main
processing stages: a feature learning stage and a classification stage. Each
stage consists of one or more layers. The feature learning stage is implemented
by combining two types of layers (i.e., Convolution layers and pooling layers).
This stage provides the most significant features extracted from the training
example. These features are fed to a fully connected ANN layer.
The proposed input layer will receive an image with the handwritten digits. To ensure that no subset is incomplete, in this layer padding is added to
the image. This enables the ability of the subsets to fill in any missing data
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Figure 1: Sample example of the MNIST data set examples.
Image from Yann LeCun, Corinna Cortes, Christopher J.C. Burges,
http://yann.lecun.com/exdb/mnist/ (MNIST Dataset Sample, 1999)
points with zeros. The first CNN layer is typically a convolution layer. The
convolution layer uses a set of the filter to slid over the input images. The
results of each subset are then mapped to one single point. These calculations
are repeated for the entire image. Once this process is done the output is sent
to a pooling layer. The pooling layer is used to make the calculations of the
convolution layer easier by reducing its size. In our module, we are using maxpooling to reduce the image size by half. The pooling layer consists of filters
of sizes 2×2. It takes a subset of 4 pixels and deduces that to one pixel that
holds the highest value of that subset. That final decision is implemented in
the fully connected layer. This layer takes the output of the last pooling layer
as an input. The output layer shall have a vector of 10 neurons, one for each
possible digit outcome.

3.1

CNN Simulation

Data is an integral part of the learning process. It provides the main guidance
for conversion and building an accurate CNN. In our case study, we created
the training as random samples of 30,000 examples out of the 60,000 examples
provided by the MNIST database as training examples. And, another 10,000
examples for testing purposes. The proposed CNN will have gray-scale images
of size 28×28 as inputs. We trained the CNN for 14040 iterations shown in
Figure 3. The prediction curves show the training progress where the accuracy increased near iteration 8,000 and became stable later. The computed
confusion matrix, in this case, is shown in Figure 4. It is clear that the overall
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Figure 2: Proposed CNN Architecture

Accuracy(%)

recognition accuracy is over 98%. The confusion matrix indicates that a representative small data training set can achieve accurate results after enough
iterations.
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4

Conclusion and Future Work

In this paper, we explored our initial ideas of using CNN to recognize various
handwriting digits. We utilized the MNIST database of handwritten digits.
Various scenarios were adopted with a different number of digit images. We
discovered that the developed CNN have a steep learning curve. While our
network may achieve very high accuracy, it is not perfect, and there are ways
that it could be improved. Finally, we would like also to explore the performance of our model in identifying not only English digits, but also Chinese
and Arabic digits.
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Abstract
The emerging area of Wireless Sensor Networks (WSNs) has been
extensively studied in many real-life applications and became a very
essential tool in surveillance. Grouping the sensor nodes into clusters
support the data aggregation and enhance the overall system scalability.
Inter-cluster communication technique is an emerging research interest in
recent WSN applications. The position of Cluster Head (CH) in a cluster
determines the overall energy consumption and the choice of Boundary
Nodes (BNs) determines the communication energy consumption. The
BNs recognition of the clusters in WSNs is a crucial issue. These nodes
should be used to make the communication possible between two clusters
with the minimum communication overhead. The optimum selection of
BNs increases the network robustness against BNs failure. In this paper,
we propose a Hybrid Particle Swarm Optimization (HPSO) algorithm
to select appropriate BNs of WSNs to save energy and prolong network
lifetime.

1

Introduction

WSNs were used in diverse real-life applications such as battlefield surveillance,
health care systems, habitat monitoring [6], visual surveillance for automatic
∗ Copyright c 2019 by the Consortium for Computing Sciences in Colleges. Permission to
copy without fee all or part of this material is granted provided that the copies are not made
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object detection [9], environment monitoring [7], and noise pollution monitoring. These applications are identical life threatening and need a wide range of
coverage for the area under observation. It is therefore not surprising that researches in different disciplines have contributed to the developments in WSNs.
A WSN is composed of a large number of sensor nodes communicating with
each other using radio signals with the objective to sense, monitor, and explain
some phenomena from the surrounding environment. The sensor nodes process
the measured data and send them to a remote data collector called sink node.
The WSN lifetime is a critical issue because it is an indication of network
performance degradation. The best solution to increase the network lifetime
is efficient routing. This problem is resolved by partitioning a WSN in several
smaller sub-networks called clusters.A cluster is consists of a cluster head (CH),
intra-cluster sensor nodes, and boundary nodes (BNs). The intra-cluster nodes
communicate with the CH in single hop while the inter-cluster nodes communicate via BNs of clusters. Inter-cluster communication allows one cluster to
send its data to another CH using its BN. The same cluster can receive data
from another cluster using the other cluster’s BN. Therefore, the selection of
the cluster BN is an emerging challenge design for WSN.
Now a day, designing a WSN is a challenge because we need to solve some
optimization problems such as: What is the optimal number of the clusters
and BN we should have? If fewer clusters are to be produced, then cluster
overloading occurs. If the number of clusters is high, then more nodes will
connect to the sink node. The optimal selection of BNs facilitates many basic
operations of WSNs such as routing, topology control, and network health.
PSO is an optimization technique inspired by the movement of bird swarms.
The inspired technique consists of particles that move in the search space and
communicate with each other in an attempt to search for the best location.
The best location represents the solution to the optimization problem. The
quality of the solution obtained is evaluated according to a fitness function
proposed depending on the nature of the optimization problem. Details on
PSO technique can be found in [10, 4, 1] and [3]. In this paper, we focus on
the problem of developing an efficient method for selecting the optimal BNs
for inter-cluster communication using PSO algorithm.
This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we present the proposed a
Hybrid Particle Swarm Optimization (HPSO) algorithm for selecting optimal
BNs. The fitness function of our proposed algorithm is discussed in Section 3
followed by simulation results in Section 4. Finally, we summarize the results
in the paper in Section 5.
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2

Proposed Algorithm

An HPSO algorithm is proposed to select the optimum boundary nodes of
WSN clusters. The proposed algorithm is provided into two phases:
• Phase 1: Clustering WSNs Using K-means
K-means is a simple unsupervised, heuristic clustering algorithm that
efficiently solved a variety of clustering problems [5, 2]. It classifies a given
data set into a predefined number of clusters by mainly defining a centroid
for each cluster, maximizing the inter-cluster distance and minimizing
the intra-cluster distance [8]. In this phase, K-means first outputs the
optimum number of clusters, kopt , for the network layout given based on
minimizing the total cluster communication distance. Then, K-means is
applied to cluster the network to the calculated kopt clusters. K-means
records the nearest node to the cluster center as the CH.
• Phase 2: Inter-Cluster Boundary Nodes Selection Using PSO
In our work, PSO is developed to obtain the optimum boundary nodes
(BNs) for each cluster obtained from the K-means phase. For a WSN
of N nodes divided into kopt clusters, a maximum of 10% nodes of each
cluster are allowed to be boundary nodes. For example, if the network is
divided into three clusters having member nodes as {12, 20, 50}, then the
maximum allowed a number of boundary nodes will be {1, 2, 5}. Thus,
the size of PSO particles depends on the size of each cluster. The PSO
proposed particle structure to obtain the optimal inter-cluster boundary
node for a WSN network is presented as follows:
BN11

BN21

BN22

BN31

......

BN35

To see how the proposed idea works, we show an example in Figure 1. The
WSN is first divided into the optimum number of clusters by using the first
phase of the proposed HPSO algorithm. In this example, we are showing three
clusters: A, B, and C having 8, 10, and 8 nodes respectively. The selection of
the ratio of BNs to cluster nodes is decided by the designer according to the
required level of reliability. In this example, 30% of the nodes are selected to
be the maximum possible number of BNs. Thus, the maximum number of BNs
in Clusters A, B and C are: 2, 3, and 2 respectively.
The next step is to search for the best BNs to reduce the communication
distance between any two clusters. The chosen BNs must provide the shortest
path between any two clusters. The PSO-selected BNs for clusters A, B and
C are: (a1 , a2 ), (b1 , b2 , b3 ), and (c1 , c2 ) respectively. In Figure 1, the best
inter-cluster routing between clusters B and C is performed by using the BNs
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b3 and c1 , as they are close. Therefore, each BN has one intra-cluster communication with its CH and two inter-cluster communication with the CHs of
other clusters.

Figure 1: Nodes naming in WSNs

3

Evaluation Criteria

The fitness function is designed to choose dispirsed cluster BNs that are close
to other BNs of their neighbor clusters. This choice will help in minimizing
communication energy consumed. Our proposed fitness function focuses on
minimizing the inter-cluster distance between the boundary nodes of different
clusters and at the same time maximizes the intra-cluster distance between the
boundary nodes of the same cluster. The proposed fitness is calculated as:
F =

T otal Intercluster Distance
T otal Intracluster Distance

The total inter-cluster distance is the sum of the Euclidean distances of each
BN and the other BNs that are not in the same cluster. The total intra-cluster
distance is the sum of Euclidean distances between each CH and its BNs.

4

Simulation Results

Our HPSO algorithm is tested for a randomly generated network of 100 nodes
located in a geographic area of 100×100m wide. The HPSO algorithm first
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decides the best number of clusters needed for the given layout then clusters
the network using the K-means algorithm. Then the PSO algorithm locates the
BNs for each cluster obtained from the K-means phase; Figure 2(a) displays
the clusters layout and the BN within each cluster. The BN is marked with a
filled square. The figure shows that the boundary nodes for each cluster are
dispersed to cover the whole cluster and its neighbors. Figure 2(b) shows the
conversion curve for the PSO algorithm to the optimum fitness value.

5

Conclusion

In this paper, we presented and implemented an algorithm to select the optimum number of boundary nodes in each cluster of WSNs. Our proposed
HPSO algorithm gets the optimum clusters and CHs in the first phase and
then selects the optimal boundary nodes for each cluster in the second phase.
The fitness function of our proposed algorithm focused on minimizing the intercluster communication distance. It also aimed to select distantly separated BNs
within the same cluster to avoid redundancy. Also depending on the WSN layout, the same boundary node could be redundantly chosen. Then, the optimal
boundary nodes could be less than the maximum allowed. Therefore, PSO
manages to select the boundary nodes sufficient for the given layout.
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Abstract
st

Crime in the 21 century has brought about new challenges for the
discipline of forensic science. As technology has become an integral part
of our everyday lives, we not only need to see it as an investigative tool,
but also work to understand its value as evidence in a crime scene. This
co-teaching experience utilizes the expertise of a computer scientist and
a forensic scientist to merge the two worlds together in an effort to educate students in both fields. Passive and active learning strategies were
employed to conduct this course of diverse topics. The interdisciplinary
nature of the course provided a valuable and positive learning experience
for the students.

1

Introduction

As the world we live in becomes more technologically advanced and dependent
on technology, the electronic devices encountered at crime scenes have become
increasingly valuable components of criminal investigations. As a result, crime
∗ Copyright c 2019 by the Consortium for Computing Sciences in Colleges. Permission to
copy without fee all or part of this material is granted provided that the copies are not made
or distributed for direct commercial advantage, the CCSC copyright notice and the title of
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scene investigations have evolved to include technology-based work and evidentiary items that may now also contain a digital footprint. Therefore, there
is a need to educate forensic science personnel about the technological changes
that can significantly affect their daily tasks, and to incorporate the evidentiary processing of digital evidence into the field of forensic sciences [12, 1].
As college educators, we realized the need to introduce this knowledge into a
course that connects the fields of forensic sciences and computer science so that
personnel from both fields can easily communicate and work with one another.
In this paper, we introduce an interdisciplinary course that reflects the
changing crime scene investigation environment of the 21st century. “Crime
Scene in a Digital World” is a course co-taught by faculty from the Computer
Science and Forensic Science departments that seeks to connect the expertise
of both fields to solve crimes involving digital devices and evidence. Not only
does this course introduce students to the technologies involved in crime scene
processing and the analysis of electronic evidence, but it also provides them
with a fundamental understanding of the legal, technical, management, and
behavioral factors associated with conducting digital crime investigations. The
purpose of this paper is to discuss the curriculum design for an interdisciplinary
course in the field of digital forensics that aids all students in understanding
the process of criminal investigations in the 21st century.
This paper is organized as follows: Section 2 introduces the idea and motivation behind planning this course. Section 3 highlights on the context of the
course from preparing the syllabus to the choice of course topics and project,
and finally to how we did our assessments and examinations. Section 4 expands
on the student vocation exploration on how we focused on developing a deeper
understanding of the connection between education and careers. Finally, we
highlight on the student experience in Section 5, followed by our concluding
thoughts in Section 6.

2

How it all started

The idea behind this course was to allow students to be able to conduct a
criminal investigation involving digital devices. Commonly, the forensic science students become well-educated about criminal and civil laws, and become
specialized in performing either crime scene investigations or laboratory analysis, while sparing the extraction of digital evidence from electronic devices for
the digital forensic technicians. Similarly, computer science students specializing in digital forensics usually learn about various techniques for data retrieval
from digital devices without going through the process of how such devices
are retrieved and recovered from a crime scene. As a result, we (the authors),
as professors from Computer Science and Forensic Science departments, com55

bined efforts to develop and co-teach a course to introduce students to both
worlds of criminal investigations and digital evidence retrieval, highlighting on
the emerging technology reformation on crimes in the 21st century.
When the course was offered in Fall 2017, it attracted students from the
computer science and forensic science fields. We had a total of 28 students, 15
students were Computer Science majors and 13 were Forensic Science majors.
Given the varying skill sets and prior knowledge brought by the students, teams
were composed of both computer science and forensic science students for the
course project as we detail in Section 3.1.4.

3

Context

In this section, we highlight how we prepared the course material, sharing our
experience on the chosen course topics, assessments, and team projects.

3.1
3.1.1

Course Preparations
Syllabus

We prepared our syllabus by focusing on the learning outcomes that we wanted
students to accomplish upon taking this course [4, 10, 3]. Our course description and objectives were derived based on preparing our students with the
knowledge, skills, and experiences so they would become capable of performing all tasks related to crime scene investigations, starting with arriving at the
crime scene and following proper procedures for electronic device acquisition
until the presentation of digital evidence in court [9, 7, 11]. Even though the
course was offered at the junior and senior level, we did not put course prerequisites in place given the diversity of students’ backgrounds and experiences.
Ethical considerations were also taken due to the recovery nature of some of
the digital material. Students did sign ethical agreements in regards to not
using learned techniques for malicious purposes.
3.1.2

Lecture Topics

Given our familiarity with the students’ background knowledge from their major courses, we structured our lesson plans in such a way that the lessons were
accessible and engaging to students while following a logical sequence [6, 8].
The course topics were arranged in the order that students would need to perform the various tasks in a full criminal investigation process and recovery of
digital evidence. Figure 1 displays an outline of some of the course topics.
As instructors of the course, we met before and during the semester to
ensure the flow of the course topics were as planned and made adjustments
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Figure 1: Course themes and lecture topics

as needed [4]. During the planning phase of the course, it was important
to split the topics according to the perspective being discussed. For example, for the Monday/Wednesday course, Mondays were dedicated to recovering
evidence from the crime scene and the technology currently being used in investigations, in addition to the recovery of secondary evidence from electronic
devices, and the collection/preservation guidelines for obtaining electronic evidence [5]. Wednesdays were dedicated to the recovery of digital information
from a variety of different types of softwares and electronic devices that contain
additional information that may be probative to an investigation. Activities
were also designed during the semester to bridge both topics, including scenario driven engaging activities that required reflection on proper collection as
well as recovery from the items.
3.1.3

Assignments and Examinations

Assessment activities for the course included in-class and homework assignments, as well as two examinations. Homework assignments were designed to
link lecture topics with real world cases and research. One such assignment
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was to write a summary and critically evaluate a digital-based case which has
been covered in the media, while another assignment was related to reviewing
a published research article in the field of digital forensics. Two assignments
were specifically focused on learning skills for the course projects as described
in Section 3.1.4. Exams consisted of multiple choice questions, short answer
responses, essay questions, and case scenarios. In total, students conducted 4
homework assignments, a course project of two phases, one midterm exam and
one final exam.
3.1.4

The Project

While designing the group project, it was important to consider the student
groups’ different skill sets and background. The goal of the project was to
give students a hands-on, engaging experience that incorporated both a crime
scene component and a digital component to the activity, allowing each student
group the opportunity to share their particular skill set. Therefore, the student
teams were formed to include at least one computer science major and at
least one forensic science major. The project assignment was composed of two
phases where students worked in teams of 3 or 4 students. Phase 1 of this
project consisted of working on a mock crime scene, which included taking
photographs of the scene, and recording measurements of the items within the
scene, and their inter-spatial relationship with the evidence. Phase 2 consisted
of using these measurements and sketches to build a 3D crime scene model
using the computer software SketchUp [2], in addition to recovering digital
evidence from a computer device placed in the mock crime scene. SketchUp
is a software program that is mostly used in the architecture field to build
3D models of houses and building structures, but we choose to use it for this
purpose as it is becoming an industry tool for reconstructing crime scenes in a
more graphical form that can be admissible in the court. Students were given
a short lecture on how to use SketchUp, but 3D sketching and modeling was
entirely a student self-learning experience. A sample output of project phase 1
(shadow box made out of cardboard), and phase 2 (3D model using SketchUp)
is shown in Figure 2.

4

Vocation Exploration

Vocational exploration is important for students to be exposed to during their
course of study. This course specifically allowed students from two different
disciplines to see how their areas of interest could merge into a job in the future.
During the course, two sets of guest speakers were asked to come to campus
to share their job experiences. The first was a Technology Unit (TU) from a
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Figure 2: Sample student project output.

local law enforcement agency. The TU personnel described the different types
of technology and software utilized by law enforcement to track and record
law enforcement activities and actions. The second was personnel from the
Multimedia and Questioned Documents section of a state forensic laboratory.
The personnel from the laboratory discussed cases that involved electronic
evidence and the data recovered from such items. Cellular phones, computers,
and other mobile devices were some of the topics discussed in detail. The
guest speakers visits were purposely planned to be at the end of the semester
so topics and techniques discussed and conducted throughout the semester were
reinforced with real world experience validation.
The social perception of the abilities of forensic scientists has been somewhat exaggerated by the sensationalizing of the discipline by popular television
shows such as CSI, Dexter, NSCI, and others. Faculty also incorporated clips
of television shows/news stations into specific topics covered to reinforce the
truth behind the processes conducted to recover evidence from electronic devices. A lecture anchored by CSI: Cyber which explored the shows techniques
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and technologies and whether they were ‘fact or fiction’ was incorporated into
the course topics. Students were able to assess some of the job duties required
of a forensic analyst who recovers data from electronic evidence as well as
identify misconceptions portrayed in the show.
In addition to television shows and news station clips, students were also exposed to a variety of scientific articles that supported the research, techniques,
and technologies discussed during the course. Peer reviewed articles are an
important resources for keeping up-to-date on the most current technologies
and trends. This also gave each student group another avenue to explore the
opposite discipline.

5

Student Experience

Overall student evaluations of the course were positive as shown in Figure 3.
When reflecting on the highlights of the course, students overwhelmingly remarked that they enjoyed the talks by guest speakers, and in the future they
would like even more hands-on activities to support topics covered in the course.
Students also enjoyed the interdisciplinary nature of the course including learning new interdisciplinary topics and working with students from a different
discipline. Overall, the majority of students thought the course project was
important, informative, and fun, and they enjoyed learning the 3D SketchUp
software (Figure 3). Given the student interest in the course project and on
performing more hands-on experiments, some students mentioned the need of
more digital components in the course project. Even though the project had
a digital component in relation to recovering deleted data from flash drives
as well as finding footprints on external drives used on computers, we plan to
include even more digital components to the project in the future as soon as we
are able to provide the more expensive equipment and software that would be
needed for the students’ experiments and investigations. Overall, the project
was an important component to the course, and the goal of merging the two
disciplines was successful by utilizing an assignment of this nature.

6

Conclusion

In conclusion, we (the authors) feel the course was successful in exposing students to digital forensics in a fun and engaging course design. While noting
some weaknesses that will be addressed in the future, the pilot course conducted successful projects while incorporating research and social media into
exploring Crime Scene in a Digital World.
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Figure 3: Sample survey results.
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Abstract
Dialectology is the linguist field that focuses on the study of regional
variances among speakers of a language. Although linguists primarily
use spoken data for dialect studies, written language also shows marked
differences between members of different dialectal groups. This study
aims to use a supervised decision tree classifier to predict the dialect
class of some written texts. Since the context in which the writer is writing in – i.e. formal letter versus journal entry – plays a major role in the
style used by writers, a data set of texts pulled from the social media
platform Twitter will be used. Tweets, the messages users post on the
social media platform Twitter, are short and informal, thus very likely to
be written in the users’ dialect. Ten thousand tweets are pulled from two
dialectal regions – Southern American English and New England American English dialects. However, these texts are also noisy. This study
goes over how to normalize, or clean, these noisy texts so that Natural Language Processing (NLP) tools can be used for feature selection.
Common feature selection methods will be applied to the texts to select
the most information rich features while reducing the number of features
that are redundant or too common to be useful in differentiating between
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the different dialect classes. Two feature selection pipelines are applied
for comparison. The Feature Selection 1 pipeline removes punctuation,
non-alphabetic tokens, and stop-words. The Feature Selection 2 pipeline
extends the Feature Selection 1 pipeline by adding a stemmer. Additionally, Term Frequency-Inverse Document Frequency (TF-IDF) weighting
will be used for comparison. After the feature selection pipelines, a decision tree classifier is used to classify the texts.

1

Introduction and Background

Dialectology is a field of linguistics that studies regional differences among
speakers of a language. A dialect is the systematic usage of a group of speakers
[11] or simply as variations of the same language – this includes the written
form of a language as a dialect of that language [16]. Linguists define dialects
of a language when there are consistent differences in the lexicon, phonology,
and grammar [11] [16].
When studying dialects, primary attention is given to speech rather than
writing [11]. The written language does not offer the phonological information
that is a major focus in linguistics. Also, writing is a more restricted skill.
That is, everyone learns to speak before they learn to read or write. Focusing
on written, then, can potentially omit a large portion of a population who are
illiterate. For these reasons, there has not been many studies of dialects using
written texts as the source material.
However, the same linguistic features used to define spoken dialects can be
used to determine different written dialects of a language, with the exception
of phonological variations. Instead of phonemes (units of sound), graphemes
(or units in writing) are used, along with lexical and grammatical clues, in
distinguishing between dialects and making a prediction of the dialect of some
written text. For this study, the texts are tweets from the Twitter social media
platform.
Features are properties that describe the data [8]. For example, in a data
set of different species of iris flowers, the features are sepal length, sepal width,
petal length, petal width. For NLP and machine learning (ML) tasks involving
text, words themselves are features [3] [15]. A common problem in NLP is having high feature dimensionality relative to the sample size of the data set. It
has been termed the “Curse of Dimensionality” [17] [1] [5]. The dimensionality
of a data set is equal to the number of features. Given that the features for
a NLP data set often includes the words themselves, the dimensionality can
become quite high for such a text data set. This is extremely problematic for
numerous reasons, especially when it comes to the computational complexity
[17]. An additional problem is that there are likely many redundant and ir64

relevant features, which also contribute to the computational complexity and
do not offer much, if any, gain in correctly separating the data into the target
classes. The goal, therefore, is to reduce the number of features as much as
possible in order to train a classifier with good generalization capabilities [8]
[17] [9].
Feature selection, also called normalization [1] or the preprocessing stage
[17], is used to filter out redundant and irrelevant features producing a subset
of original features that are meaningful to the NLP/ML task at hand. This
reduction in features naturally leads to a reduction in dimensionality and improvements to the computational complexity and the classifier’s generalization
capabilities [5]. There are many common methods for selecting the features of
a feature set for NLP studies.

2

Method For Dialect Identification

For this study, a data set of tweets taken from geographical locations located
within the two dialect regions outlined by William Labov – a renowned Linguistic researcher best known for his work on U.S. dialect studies – on his map
outlining U.S. dialect regions, see [4]. In order to collect tweets for the data set,
Python was used to write a wrapper for the Twitter API. Tweets are objects
with many attributes. One such attribute is the Geocode, which returns tweets
by users’ location within a given radius of the given latitude, longitude coordinates [2]. Tweets were pulled from the Southern dialectal region and from
the New England dialectal region. Regular expressions were used also used to
make sure that none of the tweets pulled were retweets, which is the reposting
of someone else’s tweet. One caveat is that tweets pulled from the geographical region are not guaranteed to be from a native speaker of that region or its
affiliated dialect. Tweets are geotagged depending on the user’s location when
they post the tweet. Therefore, there is no way of knowing for sure if a tweet is
truly written by someone of that dialectal region, but we will assume that, for
the most part, the majority of tweets are by residents of that dialectal region
and exhibit a notable use of that region’s dialect in their writing.
In all there are six separate python code files: Case 0.a, Case 0.b, Case 1.a,
Case 1.b, Case 2.a, and Case 2.b:
• Case 0.a and Case 0.b only normalize the tweets, with the addition of
TF-IDF weighting on Case 0.b. These two files test how well a classifier
– decision trees in this case – performs without additional feature selection methods (other than the term frequency-inverse document frequency
weighting on Case 0.b). The specific normalization done will be explain
in the next section.
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• Case 1.a and Case 1.b apply the same normalization as the above two
cases in addition to three feature selection techniques: punctuation removal, non-alphabetic character removal, and stopword removal. TF-IDF
weighting is applied to Case 1.b.
• Case 2.a and Case 2.b add one additional feature selection technique,
stemming, to the feature selection pipeline used for Case 1.a and Case
1.b.
Table 1 below offers a summary of the normalization and feature selection
pipelines taken for each case. Each case builds from the previous one. Performing the experiment in this fashion will allow for a comparison to be made
between not using any feature selection (Case 0) and the two feature selection
pipelines (Cases 1 and 2). Also, the effect of TF-IDF weighting on performance
will be compared for each of the Cases versus not using any weighting.
A goal of this study is to build a ML model to predict the correct regional
dialect class labels for a data set of tweets. After normalizing the tweets and
performing feature selection the next step is to train and test a ML model. The
data set of normalized tweets needs to be split into a training set and a testing
set [8] [7]. The training set will be used to build the ML model, also called
fitting. The testing set, also known as the hold-out set, contains previously
unseen samples which will be used to evaluate how well the model classifies
the samples. The testing set will be passed into the trained ML model without
any true class labels. Instead, the model will predict the class label for each
sample in the testing set. The model can then be evaluated by comparing the
predicted class values to the true class values for the testing set [8].
The remaining parts of this section explain in detail how the data set is
split into the training set and testing set, how the data sets are transformed
from textual representations to a sparse matrix, how the ML model is built,
and how the model predicts class labels for the testing set.
A library function [14] was used to split the data into training and testing
sets. By default, this function shuffles the full data set then randomly extracts
75% of the rows in the data set as the training set, including their corresponding
true class labels. The remaining 25% of the data set plus their corresponding
true class labels becomes the testing set. These parameters can be adjusted
depending on the particular data set and requirements [8]. For this study, these
default values were adequate.
The training and testing sets consists of tweet text, or natural language,
which needs to be transformed into a matrix of tokens. This process is called
vectorization [13]. Text data needs to be vectorized in order to perform the
NLP and ML tasks since computers do not understand human language. There
are two scikit-learn functions that are used to do this: CountVectorizer and
TfidfVectorizer.
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Table 1: Summary of Normalization and Feature Selection Pipelines
Case 0.a : Normalized Only
Case 0.b : w/ TD-IDF
Escape HTML chars
Escape HTML chars
Decode data
Decode data
Tokenize
Tokenize
Lowercase
Lowercase
Apply TD-IDF weighting
Case 1.a : Feature Selection 1 Case 1.b : w/ TD-IDF
Escape HTML chars
Escape HTML chars
Decode data
Decode data
Tokenize
Tokenize
Lowercase
Lowercase
Remove punctuation
Remove punctuation
Remove non-alphabetic tokens Remove non-alphabetic tokens
Remove stop-words
Remove stop-words
Apply TD-IDF weighting
Case 2.a : Feature Selection 2 Case 2.b : w/ TD-IDF
Escape HTML chars
Escape HTML chars
Decode data
Decode data
Tokenize
Tokenize
Lowercase
Lowercase
Remove punctuation
Remove punctuation
Remove non-alphabetic tokens Remove non-alphabetic tokens
Remove stop-words
Remove stop-words
Stemmer,lemmatize
Stemmer,lemmatize
Apply TD-IDF weighting

CountVectorizer essentially transforms the text data into a sparse matrix
using a bog-of-words technique. That is, a count of each of the unique words is
made and stored in the matrix where each position in the matrix corresponds to
a word. The other vectorizing function used is TfidfVectorizer. This function
converts a collection of raw text documents to a matrix of TF-IDF features
[13]. TF-IDF is a numerical statistic that is intended to reflect how important
a word is to a document in a collection or corpus [6]. The goal is to give
higher weightings to terms that appear often in a particular document, but
not in many documents. If a word appears often in many of the documents,
it is not a good feature for discriminating between classes. Likewise, if a word
appears often in some documents and not in others, it is likely a good word for
discriminating between classes.
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The ML model used in this study is built using a decision tree. A decision
tree is a ML model that essentially builds a hierarchy of if/else questions which
lead it to a decision [8]. In the case of a classification task, the decision is a class
label. Decision trees are one of the most widely used and practical methods
for inductive inference since it is robust to noisy data [7]. This means that
decision trees are relatively insensitive to errors in classification of the training
samples and errors in the attribute values that describe the examples. For this
reason, a decision tree classifier was chosen.

3

Analysis and Discussion

A confusion matrix is commonly used when evaluating the performance of a
ML model. A confusion matrix summarizes the classification performance of a
classifier by comparing the predicted class label for each sample to its actual
true class label which was withheld when making predictions [12].
Four important counts are derived from a confusion matrix: true positive,
false negative, false positive, and true negative. By convention when constructing a confusion matrix, labels are designated as either positive or negative [10].
For this study, class labels with a value of 1, that is the class label is Southern,
are positive and class labels with a value of 0, that is the class label is New
England, are negative. Thus, the true positive count represents how many of
the testing set samples whose true class is positive were correctly predicted
positive by the model; the false negative count represents how many of the
true positive samples were incorrectly predicted negative by the model; the
false positive count shows the number of samples incorrectly predicted positive when the true class was negative; and true negative count is the number
of samples whose true class is negative and were correctly predicted by the
model.
Several performance measures are calculated using the true positive, false
negative, false positive, and true negative counts. This paper looks at four
common measures used for evaluation: accuracy, recall, precision, and f-score.
The confusion matrix values were computed for the decision tree model of
each of the six cases. Table 2 shows the results.
Accuracy, recall, precision, and f-score measures were computed for each
case as well. The results are in Table 3 along with the mean, median, and
range for each measure.
The accuracy measure calculated for each of the Cases differed by about
3%, with a mean of 56.17%, and an average median of 55.73%. Case 0.a, the
Case that was normalized only and used CountVectorizer to transform the data
into a sparse matrix, had the highest accuracy score at 57.86%. Case 1.b, the
Case that used the Feature Selection 1 method and TfidfVectorizer weighting,
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Table 2: Confusion matrix values for the decision tree model for each of the six
cases. Italicized difference indicated the increase or decrease for that measure
by including Tfidf weighting
Case
True Pos False Neg False Pos True Neg
Case 0.a
1353
983
1540
1124
Case 0.b
1365
1092
1431
1112
Effect of Tfidf
12
109
-109
-12
Case 1.a
1509
1172
1351
968
Case 1.b
1485
1261
1262
992
Effect of Tfidf
-24
89
-89
24
Case 2.a
1478
1224
1299
999
Case 2.b
1526
1272
1251
951
Effect of Tfidf
48
48
-48
-48

had the lowest accuracy at 54.94%.
Recall varied by approximately 7% among the six different Cases, with a
mean of 58.65% and a median of 59.81%. Case 2.b, the Feature Selection 2
+ TfidfVectorizer weighting, had the highest recall score at 61.61%. Case 0.a
had the lowest at 54.62%.
Precision varied by approximately 4%. The mean precision score was
55.51% and the median was 55.13%. Similar to the accuracy score, Case 0.a
had the greatest precision score at 57.92%, while Case 1.b had the lowest at
54.08%.
F-score, which strikes a balance between recall and precision, was highest
for Case 1.a, the Case that used the Feature Selection 1 method, with an fscore of 58.51%. Case 0.b, the Case that normalized only with TfidfVectorizer
weighting used, had the lowest f-score at 55.33%. The f-scores differed by
approximately 3%, with a mean of 56.98% and a median of 56.97%. Many ML
practitioners favor the f-score over accuracy since models with a high f-score
also has good recall and precision. Note how the accuracy for Case 1.a, which
has the highest f-score, has the second highest accuracy score with only a 0.66%
difference between the two.
With the exception of the precision score, all cases performed fairly similarly. Case 0.a had the most performance measures with the highest scores.
This could be indicative of overfitting as stricter feature selection methods are
applied. Overfitting occurs when the model is fit too closely to the training
data [12]. So when new, previously unseen samples from the testing set are
passed into the over-trained model, it does not make good generalizations and
performance decreases [8]. Figure 1 illustrates this.
As accuracy on the training set increases when training the model, the ac69

Table 3: Performance measures for the decision tree model for each of the six
Cases
Case
Accuracy
Recall Precision F-score
Case 0.a
57.86% 54.62%
57.92% 56.22%
Case 0.b
55.92% 55.11%
55.56% 55.33%
Case 1.a
57.20% 60.92%
56.28% 58.51%
Case 1.b
54.94% 59.95%
54.08% 56.86%
Case 2.a
55.54% 59.67%
54.70% 57.08%
Case 2.b
55.54% 61.61%
54.54% 57.86%
Mean
56.17% 58.65%
55.51% 56.98%
Median (Averaged)
55.73% 59.81%
55.13% 56.97%
Range
2.92
6.99
3.84
3.18

Figure 1: Trade-off of Model Complexity Against Training Set and Testing Set
Accuracy [3]

curacy on the testing set increase until it reaches a maximum point. After
accuracy on the testing set reaches it max, further accuracy gains on the training set lead to poorer generalizations and, thus, accuracy decreases when the
model is tested with previously unseen samples from the testing set.
All of the cases start with the same data set and split that data set in the
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exact same way. Therefore, the only difference between the six cases is the
feature selection methods that are applied to the data set and for Cases 0.b,
1.b, and 2.b, the use of TF-IDF weighting, as illustrated in Table 2. Each
case progressively refines the features selected for training their decision tree
model. This refinement could be leading to a model that is finely tuned to the
features of the training set and performs poorly when given new, previously
unseen samples in the testing set.

4

Conclusions

The problem this study set forth to solve was identifying the dialect of written
text. To accomplish this, a data set of tweet texts was compiled. The data set
was then normalized, and feature selection techniques were used. The data set
was then split into a training set and a testing set and transformed into sparse
matrices. Next a decision tree classifier was initialized using the training set.
Class predictions were made by testing the model with the testing set. Model
evaluations were done by comparing the model’s class predictions to the true
class labels for the samples.
The model with the highest accuracy and precision was Case 0.a, the case
that only normalized the text. The model with the highest recall was Case
2.b, the case that used the feature selection 2 pipeline plus TF-IDF weighting.
And the model with the highest f-score was Case 1.a, the case that used the
feature selection 1 pipeline.
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Abstract
Test cases play an important role in software development and instructors want students to gain experience employing test cases when
working on assignments. Moreover, research shows that instructors can
improve student-learning outcomes by adopting a “Test-first” perspective. However, many automated test systems make test cases opaque to
students. This prevents students from being exposed to the internals of
test cases and the mechanics of execution, from being able to examine
their code against a failing test case using a debugger, and from learning
how to write their own test cases. In addition, students are not in a
position to explore how various concepts from the assignment are being
used. In this paper we detail the anatomy of a test-centric system that
is free from these shortcomings.

1

Introduction

Test First Programming (TFP) is the software development practice of writing an automated test case before the corresponding code that is intended
to satisfy it. TFP has been embraced by several agile software development
∗ Copyright c 2019 by the Consortium for Computing Sciences in Colleges. Permission to
copy without fee all or part of this material is granted provided that the copies are not made
or distributed for direct commercial advantage, the CCSC copyright notice and the title of
the publication and its date appear, and notice is given that copying is by permission of the
Consortium for Computing Sciences in Colleges. To copy otherwise, or to republish, requires
a fee and/or specific permission.
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methodologies, including Extreme Programming, and has been shown to improve software quality in industry [1]. TFP has also been shown to improve
student understanding of programs [6] and performance [4].
Many systems have been invented in order to support a TFP development
process for student assignments. One such system is Web-CAT, which was
developed by S. Edwards [3, 2]. Students submit their code to this web-based
system, which evaluates the submission against instructor test case data and
generates a report that indicates test case success and failure. Students also
submit test cases, which are evaluated against an instructor reference implementation.
Instructors trying to use a TFP approach in introductory programming
courses face a couple of significant issues when using this kind of system.
First, students in these courses are learning object-oriented programming basics, while writing effective test cases relies on these basics as well as a conceptual understanding of interfaces. Second, students are unable to interact with
test cases using a debugger when trying to analyze test case failures. Without
being able to trace through test case execution, students are often unable to
determine the root cause of a failure. For instance, a test case that is attempting to exercise the behavior of an instance method can fail due to a problem
elsewhere (e.g., NullPointerException thrown from a constructor call).
Giving students a trusted set of test cases provides many other benefits,
including:
• Students have examples of what good test cases look like for the problem
at hand
• Students can consider these test cases to be part of the specification

2

System

We have developed a system to support using TFP in introductory programming courses. Minimum system requirements include Java 1.8, Eclipse Luna,
and JUnit 4 [5].

2.1

Components

The system components shown above in Figure 1 are detailed here. Some components are specific to each assignment (e.g., AssignmentImpl Student) and
these are displayed in the “Assignment-Specific” box. Note that in practice
there are as many AssignmentImpl Student/AssignmentInterface pairs as required by the particular assignment, but only one such pair is listed above. Several components are distributed to students (see the “Starter Kit” box above).
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Figure 1: Component Diagram
In particular, notice that the students receive a subset of the test cases, the interface, a deficient implementation (AssignmentImpl Skeleton), and the point
values associated with each test method.
2.1.1

AssignmentInterface

This is the target interface that each student is being asked to implement.
2.1.2

AssignmentImpl Student

This is the student submission.
2.1.3

AssignmentImpl ORACLE

This is the standard for correct behavior and is written by the assignment
author. This enables test cases to be written which pit student submissions
directly against an oracle. Moreover, pairing an oracle with a simulator can
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effectively produce test methods that run a submission through thousands of
scenarios.
2.1.4

AssignmentImpl Skeleton

This is a stripped-down version of AssignmentImpl ORACLE. It is distributed
to students to serve as a starting point for their implementation. In addition,
the author has the ability to expose the private interface of the oracle implementation.
2.1.5

Student

The system only needs to know three pieces of information from the student:
public interface Student {
public String getFirstName () ;
public String getLastName () ;
public String g e t F i l e N a m e S u f f i x () ;
}

An enumeration that implements Student will be defined for each section of
a course and will contain one instance per student. A package and enumeration naming convention is used to keep section information separate (e.g.,
fall2018.CS101 01 STUDENT). Notice that the Student interface has the concept of file name suffix. This suffix is used to programmatically locate a student’s submission via a class name calculation similar to:
ASSIGNMENT NAME + “ ” + student.getFileNameSuffix()
While this suffix typically is simply set to the student’s last name, it can be
used to handle last name collisions. For example, two students in the same
section, M. Smith and T. Smith, can be told to use the file name suffixes,
“MSmith”, and “TSmith”, respectively, for their submissions.

2.1.6

AssignmentImpl Auditor

This class combines the student and oracle implementations in order to support elegant and structured student feedback, which is ultimately delivered
via a PDF file. Such feedback is difficult to produce using only the student
submission, especially in exceptional cases. As an example, the auditor’s constructor uses Java reflection when attempting to construct an instance of the
student’s implementation and is informed when the student instance cannot
be constructed. This allows for reasonable test method failure feedback (e.g.,
“student instance could not be constructed for parameters...”) as opposed to
reporting that the test method failed due to a NullPointerException (since the
AssignmentImpl Student instance was null).
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2.1.7

AssignmentInfo

This class is used to house simple metadata about the assignment such as the
course name (e.g., “CS101 Section 01”), semester (“Fall 2018”), assignment
name (“HW 4”), etc.
2.1.8

Test Case Hierarchy

The test cases are segregated into several classes ranging from the one with suffix 1 ENVIRONMENT to the one with suffix 6 UNDISTRIBUTED ORACLE.
The test class with suffix 1 ENVIRONMENT checks whether the student’s environment has assertions enabled, the correct Java version, and correct package names. The test class with suffix 6 UNDISTRIBUTED ORACLE contains
those test cases that pit the student’s submission against an error-free implementation. This hierarchy is designed to encourage students to work through
the more fundamental test cases first.
2.1.9

Points

Each method of the test case hierarchy is annotated with a point value (e.g.,
@Points(value=5)).
2.1.10

AssignmentGradeAdjustments

Student deductions resulting from late submissions, misnamed artifacts, etc.,
are recorded here. Student bonuses can also be recorded here. Ultimately, this
information is incorporated into the PDF file given back to students.
2.1.11

GradeReport

An instance of this class is associated with each student and contains information about test case success and failure, as well as deductions and bonuses.
2.1.12

GradeReportWriter

An instance of this class is supplied with a desired ordering of the test methods
that is used to organize the test feedback to the students. This class makes
heavy use of the class PdfWriter from the third party code contained in iText5.0.4.jar (or above).
2.1.13

TestWatcher Custom

An instance of this class is used to monitor JUnit test method success and
failure via an @Rule annotation. This enables a connection between the JUnit
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framework and a GradeReport instance; test method successes and failures are
recorded in the GradeReport instance on an event-driven basis.
2.1.14

ParameterizedRunner (and BlockJUnit4ClassRunner)

The ParameterizedRunner class extends org.junit.runners.Suite and, with a
BlockJUnit4ClassRunner class, runs JUnit test cases in a “parameterized”
fashion, where the parameters are determined by the test case. The system
under consideration uses this to run a test case, which was designed to use a
single student submission, against a whole course section’s worth of student
submissions.
2.1.15

AllTestsAllStudents

This class is the JUnit test case that the instructor will ultimately run and
is effectively the cross product of all students (in a given section) with all of
the test methods. It is a JUnit test case that is parameterized by all of the
Student instances from a given section. Specifically, this test case contains a
method that returns all these Student instances; this method is annotated with
@Parameters. Moreover, AllTestsAllStudents is responsible for initializing all
of the grade reports, installing a TestWatcher Custom instance to monitor test
method completion, and lastly, for producing PDF files containing test method
feedback for students.

3

Student Workflow and Experience

From the student’s perspective, software development proceeds according to
the following steps:
1. Students work with instructor during class to develop interface.
2. Each student receives assignment handout.
3. Each student receives “Starter Kit” (See Figure 1) electronically.
4. Each student works on “Level 1” test cases, then “Level 2” test cases,
etc.
5. At the submission deadline, the student has a good idea of what their
submission grade will be and decides whether to submit on time.
6. Any student who does not submit on time can submit at the late deadline.
7. At the next class meeting, each student receives detailed feedback about
the performance of their submission.
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4

Instructor Workflow and Experience

From the instructor’s perspective, assignment development proceeds according
to the following steps:
1. Instructor comes up with idea for a new assignment.
2. Instructor designs interface and writes test cases including those which
evaluate:
• performance,
• executable preconditions, and
• correctness.
3. Instructor scaffolds test cases into various levels (e.g., 1:ENVIRONMENT,
2:BASIC, 3:INTERMEDIATE, 4:ADVANCED, 5:UNDISTRIBUTED).
4. Instructor writes the “Oracle” implementation(s).
5. Instructor writes the Auditor(s).
6. Instructor writes TestsAbstract for this assignment (this is mostly a copy,
paste, tweak activity).
7. Instructor writes up handout.
8. Instructor produces Skeleton(s) by starting with the corresponding “Oracle” implementation(s) and deleting desired parts.
9. Instructor produces Starter Kit and provides to students electronically.
10. Instructor downloads submissions.
11. Instructor adds late information and other deductions to TestAbstract.
In support of the above, the instructor must implement the Student concept for
each class section every semester. Also, the instructor must write the following
classes once (these classes can be used unchanged for any new assignment):
• GradeReportWriter
• ParameterizedRunner
• Watchman
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5

Conclusions

This test system provides an alternative to many other test systems and allows
students to experience JUnit test cases in a hands-on way. Many students
begin by reading test cases to understand the design and mechanics of the corresponding interfaces (test cases are part of the specification). Test cases can
be scaffolded to encourage students to adopt a structured software development methodology. In particular, lower level test cases can be used to expose
problems that might otherwise really confuse students if such a problem manifested itself in a higher level test case failure (e.g., assertions are not enabled!).
Productive conversations with students often begin with the instructor request:
“Show me the simplest test case that you’re failing.”
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Cloud Computing and Running Your
Code on Google Cloud∗
Conference Workshop
Wesley Chun
Developer Advocate, Google Cloud
Cloud computing has taken over industry by storm, yet there aren’t enough
new college grads who know enough about it. This session begins with a vendoragnostic, high-level overview of cloud computing including its three primary
service levels. This is followed by an introduction to Google Cloud, its developer platforms, and which products serve at which service levels. Attendees will
learn how to run applications on Google Cloud serverless platforms (in Python
& JavaScript; other languages are supported) as well as hear about the teaching and research grants available to engineering (and non-engineering) faculty
for use in the classroom or the lab. Whether you’re a professor, researcher,
edtech consultant, IT staff, TA grad student, or lecturer you’ll know how to
run code on Google’s cloud and help enable the next-generation cloud-ready
workforce.
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Conference Workshop
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As demand for computer science programs continue to rise, challenges with
scaling CS class processes have emerged. How can instructors assess hundreds
of students effectively, efficiently, and fairly? How can they leverage the grading process to drive academic success? Learn how instructors at over 600
universities use Gradescope1 to dramatically reduce the pain and time associated with grading all types of student work, including exams, homework, and
programming projects.
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This workshop will walk participants through the development and recent
deployment of the CyberReady StL curriculum which is built on the Raspberry
Pi platform to introduce students to the basics of coding in Python, the Raspberry Pis platform (with SenseHat), and networking in order to help students
be more cyber ready and to prepare them for subsequent computing curricula
(i.e. CyberPatriot). The tutorial will be presented by a team of researchers
from Maryville University, a computing expert who was on development team
for the curriculum, and three educators who deployed the curriculum in Fall
2018. The team will talk through results from the pre and post tests about
attitudes related to computing as well as cyber readiness skill.
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Multiple ABET Commissions are modifying their criteria in significant
ways. With input from the computing community, ABET’s Computing Accreditation Commission has updated the Criteria for Accrediting Computing
Programs to reduce the assessment burden and take into account the CS2013
curricular guidelines. These revised criteria will be fully effective for site visits
from 2019 onwards. Programs must plan for these changes, especially how they
affect both curriculum and assessment. Additionally, criteria for Cybersecurity programs are now in the final stages of approval. What do these changes
mean for your computing program(s)? This panel session is an effort to inform computing faculty about the recent changes made to the criteria and how
these changes may potentially impact current assessment processes and curriculum implementations. The panelists are ABET Commissioners and they
will provide an overview of the changes and their rationale. Together, they will
engage the audience in discussion, allowing time for interaction and clarifying
questions.
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